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IMPROVING INSTRUCTION IN CALIFORNIA COMMUNITY COLLEGES

THROUGH APPLIED,RESEARCH-

Abstract. Institutional 'research in community colleges suffers

from lack of-fiscal support and trained personnel. This project was
conceived to enhance the capabilities of people assigned research
responsibilities in colleges in California. Twelve trainees met in
five two7daysessions and one four-day session, working with self-
ainstructiOnal training materials and discussing research techniques
with three trainers. The project resulted in seven completed institu-
tional research studies reported at'the California Junior College
Association Conference, 1972. Further, eight of the participants were
assigned to full- or, mart-time research responsibility on their home
campuses.

The Problem. The community college is. the fastest graFing segmen't
of higher education in America. Approximately 2.8 million students are
enrollell in these institutions, more than 307e of the total college
enrollment. California in particular is heavily committed to the comma -'
nity college with more than 800,000 students in 96 community colleges.
This is more than all enrollments at all levels in other institutions
of higher education in the state. Clearly an important segment of edu-.
cation in America, the community colleges are laboring to find their
unique, niche: They are neither traditional collegiate education tar
secondary schools. Rather they 'are a new form of institution with,pro-0*
bless different.fram those faced by other types of schools.

"The two-year colleges are expanding rapidly and seeking their own
identity. They 'claim to be "teaching institutions", a term .thatis too
'often interpreted as "institutions that don't conduct researph.1! The
instructors are not obligated to doreseara nor to publish. Hence,: a

stance that would encourage faculty members and administrators to pur-
sue and understand the_value of.researdh is not prevalent. We are.

faced with' the phenomenon of a rapidly expanding, dynamic institutional
for that does not atteneto coherent research as-part of its mission.

Nor have the community colleges made a significant commitment to
institutional-research even though they should, be looking more intro-
spectively at their operations at a time when resources are becoming
more scarce. In 1968 Roueche and Boggs did a national .survey of insti-
tutional research in two-year colleges. They found a rather minimal
commitment to institutional research in terms of the frequency of
studies then being conducted with an average of one-institutional re-
search study per year per college. Most of these studies were on some
aspect of,student characteristics, for example,student aspirations,
grade point averages; number of hours worked per week, or success in
further schooling. The area of least emphasis was instruction. The
Rohe and Boggs. findings corroborated those of an earlier study done.
by Swanson (1964) who found that only 19% of'tbe,nation's two-year
colleges had any type of formal organization for institutional research
and that only four colleges of a sample of 337 had persons assigned 1
full tine to institutional research.
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In addition to collecting data about the level of institutional i
research then being condu ed, these surveys also attempted to deter-
mine thglreasons why insti tiona). research was not more prevalent. /
,High among the reasons giVen was a "shortage of qualified personnel."
Many respondents excused their failure to engage in rem ch because
they did not have appropriately trained research Worke s on their staff.
Those colleges which, ere conducting studies typically ssigned the
responsibility to a counselor orb dean who had little tr ning in or
understanding of research methodology.

.

silk,

The proj-ser reported herein developed out of the need ta alleviate
the problem of the paucity of trained researchers in community colleges
in California. More specifically it stemmed from a meeting of the-Cali-
fornia Junior College Association, Research and Development Cemmittee,
at which representatives'of the UCLA Panforth Program on the Junior Col-
lege were in attendance. After recognizing that the major barriers,. to
a successful institutional research program in the community college
were adequate finance and supporting services and the lack'of trained
researchers, the group decided to make an attack on the lattee.problem. '''

Most junior colleges in California had at that time assigned re-
search responsibility to some person on the staff but thlt peison
cally'had not been trained in research techniqdes. Frequently he was a\
part-time researcher who had major responsibilities elsewhere in the
administrative hierarchy. His budget for research was negligible and
he had no coherent plan of action for conducting series of continuing
studies. His designs were skimpy, his methodologies frequently faulty
even in the most elementary terms, and his influence negligible. There
were a few exceptions--California junior college institutional research-
ers with well-designed programs--but most practitioners were conducting
studies hardly consistent with the designation, "Institutional Research.

Accordingly, the UCLA Danforth Program agreed to take the lead in
a projectthat would increase the competence amonva portion of the
people assigned research, esponsibilities in California community col-

, legiond correspondingly to stimulate interest ininstitutional research
amo hat group of colleges.

METHODS AND PROCEDURES

Trainers and Participants. The project director, M. Stephen Sheldon,
selected two co-directors for this project. The first was Ben,aold who .

is Director of Institutional Research at Los Angeles City College,
Los Angeles, California. Dr. Gold received his graduate degree from
UCLA and has been a member of the research and development committee for
five years. During that tenure he' served as its chairman. He is known
throughout the state and much of the country as being among the most
knowledgeable and expert research directors in the junior college.
Dr. Gold also served as President of the Southern California Institu-
tional Research Association and was selected as the Region IX represen-
tative for the CORD Training in Oregon:

-r-
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The second director was Tbm'MadMillan. Dr. MacMillan finishe
his graduate training at thd University of California, Berkeley, and
served during the academic year 1971-72as chairman ofthe Research
and Development;Committee of the California Junfor College Association.
He was Director of Institutional Research at Santa Barbara'City College,
-Santa Barbara, California. .

/.

The co-directors decided to keep the number of participants in
the research training workshops small -- twelve colleges and alternates
were chosen because they-evidenced interest in institueional research
but had not trained personnel to fikr the positions. The predidents
of the collegeg listed below 'ere contacted. Of these eight agreed to

-send a.canaidate for potential responsibility in carrying out institu-
tionel research:

4

Mt. San Antonio College
Antelope Valley College
GrOssmont College .

. Los Angeles Southwest College
College of the Sequoias
Cypress College
Long Beach Ckty College
Southwestern College

-;Los Angeles Pierce College
,Compton College
Moorpaik College
Rio Hondo CoUege

For the colleges who could not participate alternates were
-

selected on the same basis. A list of the J2 participants and their
.

colleges appears, below:

beorgf,Becker, Long Beach City 'College, Long Beach
John Buller. GoldeniWest College, Huntington Beach
Florin Caldwell, De Anza College, Cupertino
Robert J. Col*, Loa Angeles Southwest College
Fred Horn, San Diego Mesa College, San Diego
William Jay, Moorpark College, Mborpark
Don L. Jenkins, Rio Hondo College, Whittiei
Dean G. Klampe, San Diego Community Colleges,San Diego
James R.agerstrodl, Los Angeles Pierce College,

Woodland Hills
Albert J. Landini, Los Angeles City Collegik, Los Angeles
Frank C. Roberts, Antelope Valley College, Lancaster
Donald H. Sewell, Campton College, Campton

Training Procedures. The trainers were faced with the task of help-
ing develop institutional research skills in twelve bright, experienced
men with great naivete in-research. The overall plan was to help each

0'man plan, conduct and report a single piece of institutional research.
b Etch would be encouraged to deal-4ith a real problem on his own campus,

preferably one having to do with development or evaluation of insttuc-
, tion. The original plan was to hold seven two-day meet4ngs and for the

----"....
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trainers. to maintain contact with th participants by phone and corre-
spondence throughout the year

The two overall objectives were 41) to increase the research,
competence of the participants and (2) to conclude the sessions with
each participant having completed a reasonably meaningful piece of
research on this campus. The specific objectivei appear below'

la. To familiarize the participants with%research designs,
techniques and methods of proven value in attacking edu-
catibnal problems.

lb. To enable participants to identify researchable problems-
and to formulate thei in terms alienable to research design
and_analysis.

lc. To-enable participants to select and use designs, technit-
ques, and methods appropriate to their problems." ;

Id. To enable participants to coll,ect, analyze, and interpret
data appropriate to their problems.

le. To acquaint participant's with a variety of sources of in.-,
formatibn relevant to thOcr problems.--

If. To.provide opportunity foriMtitual interchange.of ideas
aboUt prothising research approaches to complex problems
confronting each participantik% his own college.

lg. To.inspire cooperative junior college attacks on complex
problems.

2a. To produce meaningful research related to one of the more
common and persistent problems in the-junior college:

2b. To identify and assign individual projects within the
categories above to participants.

2c. To provide advice and assistance to each participant in
conducting his researth and preparing a report Of his
findings.

2a. To pool and interchange research findings and make recom-
mendations designed to improve instruction in cdaffillhication
skills.

The Workshops. First meeting. Paiticipants in attendance were:

Florin Caldwell De Anza College
Jim Lagerstrom Los Angeles Tierce College
Max D. Bell Mt. San' Antonio College
Frank C. Roberts Antelope Valley College
Ben Gold Los Angeles City College

4
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Robert J. Cook
Tom MacMillan
George Becker
William Jay
Steve Sheldon

A

Log Angeles Southwest College
SantaBarbara City College
Long Beach City College
Moorpark College
UCLA

This meeting was held on May 21 and 22, 1971 on the campus of UCLA.
The first group activity was introductions and general plani. It was
'agreed that the'seciand and possibly subsequent meetings were to be
held at the Francisco Torres Conference Centenin Goleta, California.
The remainder of Friday was spent in familiarizing the 'participants
with specific resources on campus. More explicitly they received a
long briefing on the campus'computing network for data processing and.,
a second hour on the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges.

On Saturday, May 22, RED TRAIN materials (self-instructional
research training aids) were distributed to the participants and
trainers and the general concepts of,research design were discussed.
During the second part of the Saturday meeting each participant made
a tentative decision concerning the area in which he would conduct his
research.

Second Meeting. This meeting was held.on July 21-24, 19171 at
the Francisco Torres Conference Center. Attendants were:

Jaa Crawford, American Institute of Research,
Palo Alto

Ben Gold Los Angeles City College
Tdm MacMillan Santa Barbara City College
James Lagerstrom . Los Angeles Pierce College
Don Sewell Compton College
Don Jenkins Rio Hondo College
Al Landini Los Angeles City College

- John Buller .GAden West College
Fred Horn. San Diego Mesa College
Frank Roberts 4 'Antelope Valley College
William Jay. Moorpark College
George Becker Long Beach City College

-Florin Caldwell, DeAnza College
Dean Klampe 'San Diego Community College District
Steve Sheldon UCLA

For,this fodr-day meeting each participant was to have firmed up his
area of research and made tentative' plans to carry out the research.
At this meeting we had the assistance of a secretary so that a draft
copy of the research proposals could be ready for review by the last
day of the meeting. Interspersed with the decisions and research
plinning'were,individual and group work with the RED TRAIN materials.

On the morning of Jdly 24 twelve proposals were produced and
each was reviewe&by the group with the assistance of Jack Crawford of
'the-American Institute of Research.

8



The dates for the remaining meetings Were,discussed'in detail.
Decisions were made so the participants could receive direct help from
the group and the trainers at critical points in their training. These
dates were OCtober 15 and 16, the data collection period; February 25
and 26, the data analysis period; March 24 and 25, the report writing
and editing period and finally, the last meeting to be coincidental with
the California Junior College Association' Research and Development Con-

ference in San.Diego, May 3-5. It was further decided that all future .

meetings except the last would be held at the Francisco Torres Conference

Center.

Third Meeting. The third meeting, October 15 and 16; 1971 was

held at the Francisco Torres Conference Center.'.'Attendants were

Steve Sheldon
Ben Gold
Tom MacMillan
George Becker

William Jay
Dean Klampe
James Lagerstrom
Albert Landini
Frank Roberts
Don Sewell

This meeting was devoted to assisting the participants in data'c011ectionA

and recording procedures. It was at this meeting that participants had
the arse taste of dealing with dirty and missing data. The calamities
of depending on counselors and clerks to collect data became evident.
The reticence of faculty and administration to give data was apparent.

There was a great deal of relieving anxieties as the participants shared
with each other the minor disasters that are part of any real-world -

research effort. Hoiiever the cooperative and supportiveifeelings of the

group did much to mitigate fears and enthuSiasm continued.

Fourth Meeting. February 25 and 26, 1972, Francisco Torres Coh7

ference Center. Attendants were

Steve Sheldon
Ben Gold
Tom MacMillan
George Becker
Florin Caldwell
William Jay
Dean Klampe
James Lagerstrom
Albert Landini
Frank Roberts
Don Sewell

0

By the time of this meeting most.of the participants had completed or
partially completed their data collection and the two-day session

69
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was devoted to data analysis techniques. For part,of these meetings
small groups were formed on,the criteria of data analysis procedures.
The primary procedures dealt with were: (1) significance of difference
between means Cr tests and .E ratios); (2) correlational and multiple
correlation procedures.

Fifth Meeting. March 24 and 25, 1972, FranCfsco Torres Confer-
ence,Center. Attendees were:

*.>

Steve Sheldon
Ben Gold
Tom MacMillan
James Lagerstrom
Don Sewel
Don Jenki
Albert Landini
Frank Roberts
William Jay
George Becker
Florin Caldwell
Dean Klampe

Since data analysis had been completed by many of the participants thid
meeting was partially concerned again with data analysis. A second
portion was spent in reviewing tentative first drafts of project reports.
Assurance was given all participants that the trainers would be avail.'
able on request to 'help with data analysis and report writing.

Sixth Meeting. May B-5, 1972, San Diego. California Junior
College Association and Development Conferences, Attendees were,:

Steve Sheldon
Ben Gold
Tom MacMillan
George Becker
Florin Caldwell
William Jay
James Lagerstrom
Albert Landini
Frank Roberts
Donald Sewell
Dean Klampe
Don Jenkins

.

The group met together briefly for'the last time on May 3. Seven of
the participants presented their papers to the conferente at a specially
scheduled paper session.

RESULTS

At the outset it was hoped that this projectAmmay supply Cali-
fornia community colleges with twelve people who had some sophistication
and a great deal of enthusiasm for junior college institutional research

720
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wbrk. It was 'hoped that twelve pieces of institutional research would
be-accomplished at the colleges. Overall only partial Success can be
claimed., Three of the initial twelve partiCipants were fokced at some
time during the year -to withdraw. The reasons were: (1) Robert.Cook
Of Los Angeles Southwest College, a temporary appointment with the''
Office of Education for the year; (2) John Buller of Golden West College,
an appointment at his home campus as Department Head; {3) Fred Horn of
San Diego Mesa#College,'started with the group late andelt frustrated
infirming up his'research proposal.

The, remaining nine of partial to com plete success.
Of the twelve initial parti- ants, seven completed their- studies and
,presented them to the CJCA. R & D Conference. Five submitted their
reports to the ERIC Clearinghouse for Junior Colleges. The seven com-
pleted studiei are listed below. ,

George Becker, Long Beach City College, AU EVALUATION OF,AN
INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO ENGLISH COMPOSITION INSTRUCTION

_.

Florin Caldwell, De Anza College, STUDY OF OBJECTIVES FOR
ENGLISH lA CLASSES

William Jay; Moorpark College, DEVELOPMENT OF A MULTIPLE
REGRESSION EQUATION TO PREDICT STUDENT DROP RATE &N
CHANGE TO-OTHER MAJOR RATE--THE 'DIFFICULTIES AND POSSI-
BILITIES

James R. Lagerstrom, Los Angeles Pierce College, AN EXPERI-
MENTAL TEST OF THEAFFECT OF AUDIO PLAYBACK OF STUDENT
SPEECHES UPON STUDENT ATTITUDE AND SPEECH IMPROVEMENT
IN'TBE PUBLIC SPEAKING ,CLASSES AT PIERCE COLLEGE

Albert J. Landini, Los Angeles City College,, AN EX POST
FACTO NEEDS ASSESSMENT USING A MODIFIED DELPHI FECI!NI-
QUE TO DETERMINE THE GOALS OF A COMMUNITY COLLEGE* .

LEARNING RESOURCES CENTER

Frank C. Roberts, Antelope Valley College, ANALYSIS OF
EFFECTS OF PLACEMENT EXAM SCORES ON GRADING PRACTICES:
A THWARTED ESOTERIC STUDY

Donald H. Sewell, Compton College, COMMUNITY COLLEGE DROP-
OUTS: .THE INSTRUCTOR AS A VARIABLE .

Abstracts of these studies are appended hereto.

Of the:remaining five' two developed a study to be completed
at some future date. These were:

Don L. Jenkins, Rioilbndo College, GENERAL BiOLOGY

Dean G. Klampe,,San Diego Community Colleges, ATTITUDINAL
-CHANGES OF DROP OUTS

11
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MP Of the participants listed on the preVious page three have been.
assigned to full time institutional esearch at their college. These
are:, George Becker, Long Beach Cit-;College; Florin Caldwell; DesAnza
College; Jim Lagerstrom, Pierce College. Three have. ,been assigned part
time institutional 'research.' These are: William Jay, Moorpark College;
Frank Roberts, Antelope Valley College; Don Sewell, Compton Coliege.
Dean Klampe of Stn Diego Community College-was. already in the Research
Office in his distri,pt. Albert Landini is doing coptract institutional
research Work in .the Los Angeles Community College District. These .

assignments are the most powtrful.evidence of the success of the project.

The specific objectives Listechas la.through.lf were accomplished
rn :Ole workshops. DisCUssions, self-instructional training materials,
and consulting with trainers served this Purpose.'

The attaiipment of objective lg is evidenced by the South li-

fornia Institutional,Kesearch Assotlation'i applying for fun to con-
duct research on pro6Limt7common to several, camPuses.. Thia4 ssocialion
is c4mprised of alumni of the,pxoject described here; along with,otherJ
community college personnel: t.

L..

The attainment of the objectives listed as 2a through' 2d was re=
vealed in the completion of seven research reports.

There are also in every project such as thit outcomes which do not,
lend themselves to quantitative- analysis or even nominal scaling.,These
are the.outcbmes that are known tlftough spontaneous letters and through
con9ersation and stories. Without, exception, all the trainers and par-
ticipants finished this pioject with additional enthusiasm for research'
and further with comradery with.other institutional research workers.
The project directdr'received 41Ietters sugesting a "reunion" of the
group. Many of the participants have joined' local institutional re-
search groups and areow encouraging further training Iormore people.

12
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The presumption that increased media tilization yields better results was tested

at Los Angeles Pierce College (Calif() nia).,To study the effect of Media on the

learning and attitudes of students in public speaking (SpeechI)-class, two

matched groups of 41 subjects were treated identically, except that the - -.,

experimental group used tape recorders to record their speeches for

self-evaluation. At the end of the semester both groups were evaluated by three_

college speech teachers, and the experimental group of students completed

questionnaires designed to reveal their attitudes toward their'own speaking, their

improvement in speech, the course, and the audio playback technique. Conclusions

reached indicated that the audio playback of student speeches was-of some value in

improving student attitude toward the course, the students' specific vuea). skills,

and .the students' ratings of themselves. Audi. o playback had no noticeable effect on

students' attitudes toward either their own s eking or their improvement in

speaking. (Author/y) _
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ZABSTRACT . . '

A modified use of the Delphi technique to determine institutional goals for a

community college learning resources center is described in this report. A

Committee of faculty and staff acted as "selected experts" in determining the

initial goal statements. Processes and techniques for collapsing the large number

of goal statements to a few detailed positive and negative goal statements are

presented. The positive goal areas derived were: (1) small student discussion

groups; (2) better learning environment; (3) better instruction; (4) individualized

instruction; and (5.) better organizational structure: Negative goal areas derived

were: (1) faculty overload; (2) administrative misuse; (3) lack Of small student

discussion groups; and (4) dehumanization of studentil. These goals in their final

statement forris were derived in view, of the perceived purpose of the learning

resources center as allowing thv community college to respond to increasing student

enrollments in the face of diminishing revenues without lowering the quality of

education ,offered. The methodology used to bririg about goal convergence is reported'

in a step-by-step manner so that interested researchers wishing tp replicate the

study at their institution may do so, and a brief literatUre review describes some

xssible applications of Delphi in other areas of education. (AL)
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ABSTRACT
°

The'parpae of this -study was to analyze the effect:L(3f entrance examination' scores,

used fsr piacement, on gfading practices of teachers at Antelope Valley College

(California). Correlations between students' GPA and their entrance exam scores

were calculated. These were compafed with correlations between.grades given by 10

instructors and the students' entrance exam scores to determine whether prior

knowledge of a student's score on the entrance exam had any effect on the

instructor's grading practices. It was concluded that among the sample teachers

.studied, there was little, if any, effect. (RN)
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Introduction and Purpose. During the spring semester of 1971, Moorpark
College undertook participation in the Applied Research Training Pfogram
funded by the U.S. Office of Education and directed by M. Stephen Sheldon,
of the UCLA Danforth Junior.College Program. The purpose of iite 'program

was to upgrade the research abilities of junior college staff members, as
well ai pfoduce research relevant to junior college programs. Moorpark
College has always been concerned with students who drop out of school or
who change majors. It was suspected that the past performance (GPA) of
students might be a good indicator of drop rates. However, there,might
be other contributing factors such as the influence of instructors or
counselors, employment opportunities or perceived employment opportuni-
ties, the interest of the student, the way a student got, into the major
itself, the age of the udent, etc. In regard to change of major, some
of these factors were definitely suspetted to be influential. Theplan
was not to find-out .what the percentages were of what type of student had
done what in the past. The purpose of the study was to determine what
factors might be used as predictors to indicate whether a student was
likely to change majors or drop from school. This would be done by taking
a starting group of students and determining what factors,apptied-to them
before they started classes.

Methods. As each new student went through registration, hees given
a questionnaire to complete. Two hundred and forty-five of these ques-
tionnaires were collected. The questionnaire asked yes or no and multiple
choice questions on the reasons a student picked a major land who had in-

, fluenced him. It also covered such factors as financial resources, future
plans, present, employment, perceived employment. opportunities in his major,

etc.

All of these responses were punched on IBM cards. In addition to the raw
scores from the questionnaire, such factors as name, sex, high school laq$
attended, counselor, high school GPA, major during fall semester, major
during spring semester, whether dropped or not, and age were punched on

the cards. Raw score means and standard deviations were calculated, for
both part -time and full-time students. Correlation coefficients for each
variable with every other variable as well as drop and chan0 were com-
puted. Then, multiple R, R square, and standard error for each additional
combination of,variables, as well as the variables and constants in each
individual multiple regression equation, were derived.

c

ConclusionsThe Possibilities and the Difficulties. This was a pilot
study to determine the possibility of developing multiple regression equa-
tions to predict change of major rate and drop fate. Any pilot study is
likely to disclose some of the difficulties one can anticipate in any major
study to follow.

The first difficulty that reared its ugly head was the error in sampling.
This was not a random sample. ,Itwas taken during the last half of the
registration period and was possibly even concentrated in the latter part

of this time block. This probably accounts for the high drop rate since
there is some evidence that rate registrants are more drop prone than
other students.

z
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The second difficulty was the instrument itself. The questionnaire in-

volved several hours of preparation but had some questions that students

obviously didn't understand. The format was not perfect and some students

did not reply to all questions. This meant that some questions had to be
excluded from the study and others with skipped responses may have skewed

results.

Thirdly, the registration procedures did not lendthemaelves well to the,

insertion of a questionnaire. This seriously cut sampl size.

The possibilities indicated in this pilot study,'however, are.intriguing.
The observattot that the very high correlation we found an the smallest
sample was not surprising, but was one of the main reasons that we suspec-
ted it and chose to ignore it. However, the multiple regreision equations
derived for-Imp-time students with'a much larger sample' indicate that
both drop and change of major rates may be predictable to some extent.
Furthermore, this prediction may be possible by simply asking students
about themselves with an instrument similat.to the one used in this'study:
A much larger sample with an improved and simplified questionnaire Will
be applied.to any major study attempted. Needless to say, cross 'validation "

will be used.

2.1
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COMMUNITY COLLEGE DROPOUTS - THE INSTRUCTOR AS A VARIABLE

TOTE': This research study is not complete, but it does point out some important

considerations fo future research in this area. The eMergence of new

faculty evaluation pro edure in California may make it even more approprigte

for further'investigation.

Because of the sensitive nature of some of the materials in this study, an

attempt'ha's been made to conceal the identity of the college. The,college

is referred to as The Community College. The names and other identifying,

titles of persons connected with the college were deleted.

INTRODUCTION

k

The research was conducted at a California Community College, which enrolls

approximately 6000 studentso in day and,evening classes. The average dropout rate

from academic classes there was 13.5 percent during the semester in which the study

was conducted. The question is asked: Why do some Classes lose from 46 to 80 percew

of their students, while comparable classes are below average in their student loss?

If the classes are'compar4ble in every way,,then the LIstructor stands out as a

probable variable'in determining the dropout rate. ,We wished to determine whether'

there was a detectable difference in attitude between these two groups of instructors.

The attitudes to be measured were: toward self; toward others; toward students at

that college; toward education; and toward the value of education.

PROCEDURE

Two groups of instructors were to be identified--one with a high dropout

rate, and one with a low dropout rate. After.the Spring Semester of 1971, the two

groups of instructors were selected from a computer printout, whichi.ndicited

beginning enrollments and number of withdrawals, along with grade distribution,

section number and otheV data relating to the classes. Pairs of instructors in est



subject areas' were selected using the following criterion: .

they must have taught the same course

they must have had at least 25 students starting the class

they must have had a difference in dropout rate of at least 25 percentage
points

Usi g'his criterion the following pairs were selected:

.

Instructor # Subject Day Time Percentage Dropout
,

,

*1 H

.

English 11 TTh 8-9:30 80%

1 L English lA MWF 11-12 29%

2 H English 1B TTh 1-2:30 63%

.*2 L English 1B MWF B=9 11%

3H English 1B W 7-10pm 55%

.3 L English 1B T 7-10pm t 11%

*4 H English 10B MWF 2-3 46%

4 L English 10B TTh .8-9:30 19%

*5 H

5 L
History :11

History 11

6 H ,Math 1 TTh 2=3:30 60%
*6 L Math 1 MWF 9-10 24%

*7 H Math 9 ,M-F ' 9,10 55%

7 L Math 9 M-F 1-2 30%

zv ,

*8 H rsych. LA M 7-10pm 49%
*8 L Psych. 1A T 7-10pm 12%

.....

*9 H Speech 2 c MWF 10-11 68%
9 L Speech 2 MWF 1-2 -30%

10-11 54%

1-2 25%

D

*indicates that this instructor returned the completed attitude scales.

Four attitude scales were selected from the text "Scales for the Measurement of

Attitudes" by Shaw and Wright. The,four scales were!

1. Exhibit 8,18 - Scale to Measure Attitude toward Defined Groups. This scale was
used to measure attitudes toward The Community College's students. A
combination of Forms A and B was constructed so.as to eliminate items
which obviously referred to national groups.

.

2. Exhibit 9-6 - Acceptance of Self and Others
This scale is really two scales, one to measure attitude toward self and
one to measure attitude toward others. It was used as it appears in the
text.



3. Exhibit.3-15 = Opinionnaire on Attitudes toward Education.
This scale measures attitudes toward student-centered policies in'education.
It was used as it appears in the text, except that where the words "boys and
girls," "teachers" or "pupil" appeared, the words ."students," "instructor"
or "student" were substituted.

4. Exhibit 6-1 - The Education Scale

This scaie measures positive attitudes toward the value of education. ;t

was used as it appears in the text, except that the word "high school" was
replaced by the word "college" in appropriate items.

These scales were duplicated and a copy of each was placed in a large envelope. A

letter addressed to the instructor was clipped to the outside of the enVblope (see

Appendix A), and the entire package was'placed in the instructor's mailbox. This

first distiibution took place on October 12, 1971. By October 29, only six sets of
o

scales had been returned. A memo was then sent to all of the instructors. (See

Appendix g) By the middle of December, a total'of seven sets had been returned.

The.Dean of Initructien then sent memos to the instructors who had notot returned

their scales. (See'AppendirC) New copies of the scales were also sent at this

time. By January 21, 1972, the number of completed scales returned had reached

nine.

After Consulting other persons involved in institutional research, it was

decided to directly approach those instructors who had not returned their scales..

The reaction to the researcher's verbal appeal varied somewhat from instructor to

instructor, but all indicated that they would not complete the scales. Most feared

that the results would be made public, or would be used against them. In particular,

some were concerned about the scale noasuring attitudes toward The Community College

students, due. to the generaliiations that were necessary in order to answer it.

Others declared that they were "philosophically opposed" to. the questionnaires,

that they "couldn't take the chance" of answering them, or that they weren't "good'

at doing that sortof thing." Although they were assured that hey would not be

identified, the instructors in some cases seemed fearful and hostile. The instruc-,

tors might be aptly described as being "up tight". A variable not yet mentioned

might account for some of this "up tight" behavior: That is,;the college's student

6



body is predominantly slack,)put all otIthe instructors-in the study'were White.

FINDINGS\ --N

Although the datais not complete, and no statistical test.can be run, we

believe that there are at least three observations that deserve further mention. As

%

with-Most research, the value is not -in the proof,or disproof of a theory (far we

rar9ly get clear ploof or disproof), but in the questions that a4 raised, and the

further inquiTies that are generated.i

The first observation that may be of interest is the small amount of deita'

that, was collected. The data is preSented for interest only, since the sample is

not large enough, nor is the pairing adequate, to permit comparisons between the two

groups. However, it might point-toward further research in this area. The data did

seem to be developing into something that would

interesting.

I

0

Test,T - Attitude Toward The Community_ College Students

Possible Aange of Scores: 4 - 109.

A high score indicates a favorable attitude toward the, group in queQion.

been significant, and rposi"`

Low/DO Instructors High/DO Instructors

89
87.5

M = 88

82.5
80
61
40
36
36

M =56

0*

*Instructor returned this testwithout responding.

at,

I

4
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Test II - Acceptance of Self

Possible Range of Scores: 36 - 180

A high score indicates a favorable attitude toward self.

Low/DO Instructors High/DO Instructors
167 169
144 166

M = 156 155 M = 144
. 136

128

1Z6

126

Test III - Acceptance of Others

Possible Range of Scores: 28 - 140

A high score indicates a favorable attitude toward others.

Low /Do Instructors High/DO Instructor's
130 123
115 121 ,

M = 122 1OR M a 105
107
106
86
86

Test IV - Attitude toward Student-Centered Policies in Education

Possible Range of Scores: 0 50

A high score indicates more favorable attitudes toward student-cente edeolidles
in education.

Low/DO instructors High/DO Instructors
44 . 47
'44

0
47

M = 44 40 . M = 40

59
37

37

35

Test V - Attitude toward the Value of Education

It

Possible Range of Scores: 22 - 110

A high score indiCates a positive attitude toward the value of educatiOri.,

Sow/DO Instructors High/DO Instructors
84 104
80 102

M = 82 102 M = 8927
. 86

0 s- 78

76
73

1.
,

-
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The second observation that needs further inquiry is what we have called,'

the "uptight"$instructor. Out of 18 instructors, only nine returned the scaled.
.

..= /

Is-there a general lack of cooperation, or-fear of research, or mistrust ,of
:-.---. --.

administration, on the partrOf the instructors? Or does the racial issue in this-

particular instance overshadow other variables and cause the "uptight" behavior?

.None of the instructors questioned complained of the time required to complete the

scales, which might have been a factor in some situations. But these instructors

had plenty of time, had they been willing to cooperate.

Tile third, and most important, question raised by this study is: What

causestus to be able to obtain such a sample in the first place? That is, why do

' some instructors have such high dropout rates, in comparison to others teaching

similar classes? The average dropout rate for the "high" group was 59%, while the
: r

average rate for the "low" group was,21%. The reasons for this difference ought to

be investigated. .

A
EVerypne who has gone through college, and worked out their schedules,

know thatwith instructors there are the good ones and the bad ones, the hard ones

and the easy ones, the mean'ones and the kind ones. Should these judgments be

accepted as fact without an attempt at uniform education, or should everyone close

door, Ag his own thing, and leave the students relying on luck to get them

through the system? ,Acidemic freedom has closed the door on inquiry up to this'

time., Perhaps faculty evaluation, which is upon us, will help open some doors and

10-ad to new communication on course requirements and performance expected.

Perhaps the wide variance in dropout rate points more to differences in

philosophy than differences in temperament, although the two are not necessarily

unrelated. The reaction of some "high dropout" instructors to a questioning of

their record is: "Good--a high dropout rate shows that I'm not lowering my standards

and that I am doing the weeding out job that-I perceive as being my duty." The

"low,dropolit" instructor may feel that it isOtp duty,to hold-'onto as many students



tr

as possible, and therefore he bends in order to serve the students that he finds

before him. Thereis good iFgument, we feel, di both-sides of this issue. All

parties must come together and decide what the standards are to be, and how we can

hold students, and what the philosophy of the Community Coilegq, and therefore its

employees, is going to be.

Conclusions and Recommendations

. ,

It is important that the instructor as a variable in determining student

0

success be investigated. This project attempted to:identify that variable, and
- -

).

a though it was not successful, it did define he problem more clearly. There is

o

reason to believe that the instructor's philosophy, his temperament and perhaps his

attitudes, influence whether or not a student stays in college. Surely there are

ways to make changes in our system so that students know what is expected of'them,

and how they are going to be treated, before they enter the classroom. Leadership

from 4143-top should take us back to the "Open Door", and away from the "Revolving

Door". A step in that direction would be to look closely at the philosophy of the

institution, and the implementation of that philosophy by ts employees.

l
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